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Abstract. A hybrid transmission line inspection robot
is a combination of a multirotor and a power line land-
ing mechanism, which can perform both airborne and
on-wire inspections. An improved design of a hybrid
automatic inspection system is demonstrated in this
paper, planned to land on a shield line. Installed with
a lightweight landing mechanism consists of a belt sys-
tem drive linear motion mechanism and a gear rack
drive wire clamper, the robot can perform both air-
borne and on-wire inspection to powerlines. The finite
element analysis on key components was conducted.
In the field, the robot was found to have an acceptable
flight performance.

Keywords: Powerline Inspection Robot; Robot Compo-
nents Design

1. Introduction

Due to the unbalanced distribution of electricity re-
sources among our country, [5], a large scale of transmis-
sion apparatuses has been established among geograph-
ically diverse and climate varied terrain. In these areas,
power transmission lines and apparatus may be eroded by
natural factors, superimposing by the material nature of
powerlines, different types of line damage are prone to
occur[12], which may lead to a power outage. To prevent
these accidents, it is necessary to conduct regular inspec-
tions to find hidden dangers and possible faults that en-
danger the safety of power transmission. The inspection
work of transmission lines is still mainly manual method,
which has greater personnel risk and high time cost[4].
Improving the level of line inspection automation is im-
portant to ensure the safe operation of transmission lines
and in face of the increasing labor cost.
In this paper, we present the design of a hybrid transmis-
sion line Inspection robot combining a multirotor and a
wheel-based landing mechanism, being able to land on a
shield wires. The mechanism consists of the linear mo-
tion mechanism and the wire clamper. The former al-
lows the whole UAV platform to slide along the desig-
nated line. The wire clamper is used to apply extra grips
on the line, giving the whole platform a stable moving
performance on the line. Due to the loading capability of

the selected multirotor, strict weight constrain is applied
to the whole landing system. Eventually, this system is
controlled through an open-sourced flight control board:
Pixhawk 4, which provides control functionalities on both
flight control and landing mechanism control.

2. Related Works

The research on electric powerline inspection robots
can be traced back to the 1980s[1], aiming at robots used
in harsh operating environments such as nuclear power
plants, highways, and power transmission lines in Europe
and the United States, and other countries. In the field
of power inspection, the focus of relevant researches at
home and abroad is focused on the research and devel-
opment of small-sized autonomously movable robots[6].
For instance, [9] designed a two-arm electric inspection
robot that installs return-springs being able to move along
the line continuously, and it can surpass the counterweight
dampers and splicing sleeves on wires. But the robot can-
not pass obstacles such as warning balls and suspension of
anti-vibration hammers. LineScout robot[8] is equipped
with two extra robotic arms that are used as grippers to
assist the robot to cross obstacles. When crossing obsta-
cles, they respectively grasp and fix the two ends of the
obstacle to be crossed, and then the robot body passes
through the obstacle through the linear track under the
two mechanical arms using linear pushing. The idea of
landing an aerial robot on the power line was traced back
to Jones. D and Golightly‘s work on the concept de-
sign of a small, ducted-fan rotorcraft[3]. But its reloca-
tion performance is unsatisfactory since it cannot lift to
an acceptable height from the wire. Hydro-Quebec devel-
oped a hybrid line inspection robot for internal flaw de-
tection of high-voltage lines[7] that also has a low center
of gravity, and a special wrapping mechanism for detect-
ing wires is placed between the two wheels in the middle
of the body. The aircraft rely on remote control to com-
plete landing tasks at high altitudes, which is relatively
difficult to accomplish. [10] come up with a design of a
walking mechanism mounted on the top of the multiro-
tor platform. [2] have developed a hybrid robot prototype
having a lower open hopper chassis is installed at the bot-
tom of a UAV. The robot can safely land on the target
line of the power transmission network and slide through
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a custom-designed landing gear. It uses a carriage is to as-
sist passive positioning of the ground line during landing.

3. Mechanical Structure of the Hybrid Robot

3.1. Design of the Mechanical Structure
As demonstrated in Fig.1, to achieve required inspec-

tions on wires, insulators, and other electrical compo-
nents, our hybrid robot consists of a multirotor drone
and a landing mechanism with battery packs mounting on
landing gears. The landing mechanism is installed at the
bottom of the multirotor, and the battery pack installed at
the bottom of the drone landing gear to lower the center
of gravity, and other mechanical components of the robot
are set symmetrically under the consideration of placing
the center of gravity project on the centerline of the robot.

Fig. 1. The overview of the hybrid robot

Fig. 2. The overview of the hybrid robot‘s landing mechanism

As shown in Fig.2, the linear motion mechanism is a
single-line three-wheel structure, powered by a brushless
DC motor. The selection of the motor is based on the op-
erational velocity and the sliding friction between wheels
and the surface of the cable[11], mounting above the slid-
ing mechanism. The motor is installed with its axis of
the shaft coincides with the robot‘s centerline, hence an
extra gearbox with a pair of helical gears is designed and
mounted on the motor. The power is imported to a syn-

Fig. 3. The Force analysis of the landing wire

Fig. 4. The Force analysis of the clamp wheel

chronous belt hence each wheel can be driven by the syn-
chronous belt wheel system.
the clamper mechanism is designed to combine four
clamping arms with a link linkage device as each clam-
per arm is installed on the linear rail mounted on the
base as shown in. Meanwhile, a rotary arm with a des-
ignated torsion spring, mounting at its pivot, is installed
on each clamping arm to generate clamping force when
the wire gripping is enforced and a support wheel having
a rounded bottom is placed at the end of it.
As shown in Fig.3, it is assumed that the wire at the land-
ing location is an ideal straight line, then 3 identical verti-
cally downward forces and 4 identical upward forces are
exerted on the wire by wheels and clamps respectfully. In
term of the force and moment equilibrium, the following
equations can be established:

FA +FC +FE −2(FB +FD) = 0 . . . . . . (1)

FClAC +FE lAE −2(FBlAB +FDlAD) = 0 . . . (2)

FA = FC = FE = Nwheel . . . . . . . . . (3)

FB = FD = 2Nclamp . . . . . . . . . . . (4)

3Nwheel +4Nclamp = Grobot . . . . . . . . (5)

Hence, according to the force scheme of a clamper wheel
Fig.4, the force exerted by the torsion spring is:

Fspring =
Nclamp

tanα
. . . . . . . . . . . . (6)

Based on this result, the diameter of the torsion spring can
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be determined as the following:

dspring =
3

√
32TnK1

πσBp
. . . . . . . . . . (7)

σBp = 0.8 σb . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8)

K1 =
4C−1
4C−4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (9)

Tn = Fspringlarm sinβ . . . . . . . . . . (10)

Subscribing parameters in Table.3.1 to equations
above, the diameter of the torsion spring is calculated to
be 1.4 mm.

Table 1. Parameters of the torsion spring selection

Parameters Unit Value
Grobot N 28.91

σb MPa 2150
lAB mm 57.5
lAC mm 115
lAD mm 172.5
lAE mm 230
larm mm 30
α deg 26
β deg 22
C 10

The whole clamper system is powered by the motor
having the same configuration as that utilized in the slid-
ing mechanism so that the equilibrium along the robot‘s
longitudinal direction can be maintained. While a gear
rack system is utilized to the power transmission of the
clamper system, with a spur installed on the output shaft
and the rack mounted on the linkage device. The link-
age device is connected to the base via two parallel linear
rails on it while shafts on clamping arms are placed in
the sliding grooves. Hence the clamper system realizes
the synchronizing clamping movements of all the holding
arms are obtained through these sliding grooves laying on
the link linkage device.

3.2. On-wire Stability Analysis of the Robot
The robot is mainly stabilized by the battery bundles

hanging on each landing gear. As the weight of the whole
system has to be controlled stringently, which should not
exceed the maximum take-off mass of the multirotor: 5kg,
the height of the wheel mounting location has to be cal-
culated for on-wire balance. The schematic diagram of
the robot‘s lateral section can be established as shown in
Fig.5.

In this diagram, it is assumed that the centroid of the
robot frame is located at point F, while battery packages
are hanged on the point A and B separately. Edge CD rep-
resents the base of the multirotor, and landing gears are
represented as edge AD and BD, and the robot‘s wheels
contacts with a wire at point G.To maintain the lateral sta-
bility at an arbitrary pose, the equilibrium between the
acting moment and the residual moment on the lateral sec-
tion must be achieved, where point G is the pivot. Given
the critical situation is that the robot will not fall from

Fig. 5. Force diagram on the lateral direction of the robot

the wire or hang upside-down when the angle of the cen-
terline against the vertical, θ , reaches 15 degrees. Then
following equations can be established to figure out the
distance x:

GA L1 ≥ GB L2 +GF L3 . . . . . . . . . (11)

L1 = lAL cosα, α = 6 OAL . . . . . . . . (12)

α = arctan
(

lOL

lOA

)
. . . . . . . . . . . (13)

L2 = (lOB− lOL tanθ)cosθ . . . . . . . . (14)

L3 = xsinθ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (15)

Meanwhile, x should not less than the largest radius of
the wheel, which is 30 mm, hence the offset from the base
is calculated using the numerical method with constraints
mentioned above. Parameters are demonstrated in the fol-
lowing table:

Table 2. Parameters of the line stability analysis

Parameters Unit Value
GA N 28.91
GB N 28.91
GF N 98.44
lOA cm 27.15
lOB cm 27.15
lOF cm 49.5
θ deg 15

With the parameters given above, the numerical result
of the distance LF, from the wheel center to the robot
base, is calculated to be 44.5 mm.

3.3. Simulations of key parts
To control the weight of the whole system, the landing

part is mainly constructed using aluminum alloy. There
are mainly two types of key parts: the power shaft and
the clamper arm where the former is directly connected
with the motor and carries the robot line movement, the
latter one exerts compression to the wire. Their simulation
results are shown in follow figures:
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Force analyses of the power shaft (a) and the clamper
arm(b)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Simulation result of the power shaft: the stress sim-
ulation (a), the deformation simulation (b)

The force analysis of the power shaft is demonstrated
in Fig.3.3(a), where N is the normal force from the wire,
G is the robot weight distributed at the shaft, FD and
M are the belt tension force and motor torque respect-
fully. As shown in Fig.7(a), the maximum value of von-
Mises stress occurs at the transition edge from the thinnest
segment to the medium one and the value turns out to
be 156.54 MPa. The deformation result is illustrated in
Fig.7(b). The maximum deformation appears at the tip of
this segment, which is 0.021 mm.

Clamper arms exert extra grips to the wire, whose force
analysis is shown in Fig.3.3(b),and their simulation result
are illustrated in Fig.8. The maximum value of the equiv-
alent stress occurs at the transition segment of the slider
rod, located at the top of the arm, which is 163.12 MPa.
The maximum deformation locates at the bottom part, and
the value is 0.7848 mm. Above all, these key parts are
satisfied with the force requirement of the landing mech-
anism.

4. System Overview

The control system structure is demonstrated in Fig.9.
The high-level controller is selected to be NVIDIA Jet-
son TX2, while an open-source flight control unit(FCU):
Pixhawk 4, is chosen to be the flight controller as well

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Simulation result of the Clamper arm: the stress
simulation (a), the deformation simulation (b)

Fig. 9. Control System Structure of the Robot

as the landing mechanism controller. A LiDAR and a
dual-lens camera are connected with TX2 who are mainly
used for mapping and the line-inspection target identifi-
cation. These data streams are processed on TX2 and
sent to FCU through MAVROS protocol, hence informa-
tion from the high-level controller such as targets‘ poses.
Also, information on FCU such as IMU readings can be
sent to TX2 via this protocol. The landing mechanism
can be controlled directly via an RC controller as well as
MAVROS off-board nodes running on TX2, achieving the
function of landing in both manual and automatic meth-
ods. A ground control station is set to communicate with
TX2 and FCU via a digital data link and a telemetry ra-
dio separately so that both video streaming and flight data
inspection can be obtained by the operator on a laptop
ground station.

5. Test Result

The hybrid robot prototype, as shown in Fig.10, based
on this design was tested in the field to examine the ef-
fect of the current layout on its flight performance. The
robot vibration on its poses is estimated in terms of Ac-
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Fig. 10. Test Flight of the robot

tuator Controls FFT and Power Spectral Density of the
robot acceleration. The former mainly describes the ac-
tuator‘s control signal frequencies on the roll, pitch, and
yaw axis and the latter is the frequency response of the
raw accelerometer data against time, all of which are il-
lustrated in Fig.11. According to Fig.5, there is a vibra-
tion having a peak at 30Hz on the roll axis, which could
cause by battery packs on landing gears. This can be also
observed in Fig.5 around this frequency. Such a vibration
was observed in the flight as a obvious but decreasing os-
cillation when there was a control input on the roll axis.
Except that, the rotor flight performance is relatively ac-
ceptable since vibrations on other directions are consider-
ably low.

Fig. 11. Actuator Controls FFT(a) and Acceleration Power
Spectral Density on the robot orientation(b)

6. Conclusion

We have presented a design of the hybrid transmis-
sion line robot being able to achieve both airborne and
on-wire inspection of the power grid via multiple sensors

including visual sensors, LiDAR. An improved landing
mechanism has both durability and light-weight that al-
lows the robot to perform both flying mode and on-wire
mode inspection. The structure of the robot is optimized
under consideration the natural structure of a multirotor
and loading capability hence the landing mechanism can
be integrated organically to ensure both flight safety as
well as sliding stability on the shield wire. Also, several
key parts has been testified via numerical static simula-
tion method on. Further works on this robot are planned
to achieve the fully automatic inspection on wires through
several methods, including visual methods, point clouds
methods, etc. In addition, the fine-tune flight pose control
on the roll axis is to be achieved to granted flight stability
during the inspection.
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